
Case Study 1

• Carmarthenshire Resident

A resident of Carmarthenshire lives with her 2 young children in a semi
detached home. She heated her home with an old inefficient gas boiler which
was fitted more than 20 years ago. She found out about Nest on the internet
and called the office for advice; “the only thing I did was ring and they sorted
the rest very quickly.”

Nest replaced her old heating system for a new gas combi boiler with 9 new
radiators in February 2015. The resident has seen a positive financial change
since having her heating system replaced by Nest, “there is no more damp
smell and it's warmer and I went from £1 an hour gas to £0.60p an hour”.

Not only has she seen a financial change the install has had a positive effect
on her as well as her son “I found I have gained more confidence with dealing
with companies because of Nest's great customer service. And love the fact I
understood everything because they made it so easy. My son is disabled and
has cerebral palsy and suffered bad with cramps because of the cold. That
has gone now. Thank you”

Case Study 2

• Powys Resident

A resident in Powys aged 73, and his wife heard about Nest in the nick of
time, “I am still thanking my lucky stars I was told about Nest”. The resident
called Nest after a family friend recommended the scheme to them just before
they had agreed to a quotation for a brand new boiler after their existing boiler
became unreliable and worked intermittently.

After qualifying for Nest’s support a surveyor recommended a replacement
gas boiler and the work was allocated to a Nest installer, Tempo. With clear
communication with the residents and all involved at Nest and Tempo we
were able to ensure a smooth install that caused as little upset and confusion
for the customers, especially one of the residents who has Dementia.

They feel the new heating system has made a big difference to them and their
home, “The new boiler is more efficient as are the thermostats. The radiators
can be individually controlled. We only need the system turned on for one
hour a day. It would have been difficult to have met the payments on a new
boiler without hardship being retired and my husband unwell. We very much
appreciate the warmth and the control of it.”


